
Pete Rucinski joins IMCSO Board in bid to help
standardise Maritime Cyber Security

IMCSO Launch

Maritime Cyber Security

Assure Technical is proud to announce its

involvement in the newly formed

International Maritime Cyber Security

Organisation (IMCSO)

MALVERN, WORCESTERSHIRE, UNITED

KINGDOM, July 3, 2024

/EINPresswire.com/ -- As the maritime

sector becomes increasingly digitised,

the IMCSO's mission is to fortify ships

and shipping operations against the

rising threat of cyber incidents. 

This will be achieved through

introducing standardised practices and

certified experts, marking a significant

milestone in enhancing and

standardising cyber security practices

across the global maritime industry.

Rucinski's position as Chief Standards

Officer within the IMCSO will

significantly bolster Assure Technical's

already established maritime cyber

security service offering. 

The Essential Role of IMCSO in

Maritime Security

In today's interconnected world, the

maritime industry underpins global trade, with ships transporting the majority of goods across

the oceans. However, as these vessels rely more on digital systems, they become prime targets

for cyber threats, which can lead to severe disruptions, endanger lives, and cause substantial

financial losses.
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Recognising these challenges, IMCSO

has been established as a not-for-profit

stakeholder community organisation

dedicated to bringing uniformity and

reliability to the industry. By

standardising the qualifications of

maritime cyber security professionals

and the methodologies they use,

IMCSO aims to provide a clear and

dependable security framework for the

industry.

Rucinski says: "Maritime cyber security

is no longer optional—it's essential for

safe and efficient operations. At

IMCSO, we are dedicated to setting

clear standards and certifying

professionals who can effectively

address these threats. Our work

ensures that every vessel and company

we support is better equipped to handle cyber risks. It's rewarding to be part of an organisation

that's making a tangible difference in the maritime industry's security landscape."

IMCSO's Key Contributions to the Maritime Sector

1. Certification and Professional Register:

Certification Programme: IMCSO offers a robust certification programme for consultants,

ensuring they are equipped with the necessary skills to protect maritime systems effectively.

Professional Recognition: Professionals can achieve recognition as experts in Maritime Cyber

Security, enhancing their career prospects and standing within the industry.

Professional Register: Certified experts are listed in a professional register, making it easier for

shipping companies to identify and hire the right specialists.

2. Standardised Reporting and Central Database:

Consistent Assessments: IMCSO standardises assessment reports, eliminating confusion caused

by varying methodologies.

Centralised Access: A centralised database of these reports is accessible to authorised parties,

such as port authorities and insurance providers, allowing for accurate evaluation of a vessel's

cyber risk.

https://assuretechnical.com/


Reliable Insights: This approach ensures consistent assessment of each vessel's risk profile,

providing clear and reliable insights into their cyber security status.

3. Simplified Compliance and Operations:

Streamlined Processes: IMCSO's structured processes help shipping companies more easily meet

the International Maritime Organisation's (IMO) requirements.

Operational Efficiency: Simplified risk assessment processes lead to smoother and more efficient

operations, allowing companies to focus on their core activities.

Leadership and Expertise

IMCSO's leadership team comprises distinguished figures in cyber security. The CEO is Campbell

Murray, a renowned expert in both offensive and defensive cyber security. Murray has been

instrumental in setting global benchmarks for penetration testing, including the Tiger Scheme

and Cyber Scheme. His visionary approach and extensive experience are pivotal in driving

IMCSO's mission.

Industry Endorsement and Benefits

IMCSO's launch has been met with enthusiastic support from the maritime community, including

key industry players such as Lloyd's Register and the Singapore Shipping Association (SSA). The

benefits of IMCSO's initiatives include:

Easier Compliance: Standardised risk assessments help companies meet regulatory

requirements with greater ease and efficiency.

Access to Expertise: The professional register facilitates quick and effective hiring of qualified

cyber security professionals.

Improved Risk Management: Reliable and standardised risk profiles enable better-informed

decisions regarding security strategies and insurance needs.

Towards a Safer Future for Maritime Operations

IMCSO is set to revolutionise the maritime industry by bringing clarity and consistency to cyber

security practices. As the sector continues to evolve technologically, IMCSO's commitment to

standardisation and excellence will ensure a safer and more secure future for maritime

operations worldwide.
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